High resistivity silicon with different concentrations of the impurities oxygen and carbon were irradiated with neutrons and charged particles. The DLTS method is used to determine the defect parameters. During irradiation of silicon with particles lattice atoms are displaced and the primary defects silicon interstitials and vacancies form the impurity defects
Introduction
In future High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments silicon detectors are used in the inner detector region [1] . Because of the harsh radiation environment the properties of the silicon material are changed and hence the detector parameters as full depletion voltage, leakage current and charge collection efficiency [2] . The results of the studies of the ROSE collaboration of the last few years showed that oxygen enriched silicon is 2-3 times radiation harder than standard FZ silicon after charged hadron irradiation. A simple technique was developed to enriched the silicon wafers on which later the detectors are processed. During a high temperature step oxygen is diffused from a oxide surface layer into the silicon bulk. The maximal oxygen concentrations obtained with this technique are 2 − 4 · 10
However, the radiation tolerance of oxygen enriched silicon depends on the particle type [3] . No beneficial effect is observed after neutron irradiation. This behaviour is due to the generation of single displacements and regions with a high density of displacements during particle irradiation. Only the defect kinetic of point defects is influenced by the impurity content, e.g. oxygen and carbon.
The Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) method is used to investigate radiation induced defects on the microscopic scale [4] . DLTS is the most powerful and sensitive characterization technique. Activation energies and cross sections of defects which have energy levels in the energy band gap are obtained. The results of this study helped to understand the particle and material dependence of the defect introduction rates after particle irradiation.
Experimental Procedures
Various high resistivity n-type FZ silicon materials were processed and irradiated with protons of an energy 7-10 MeV, 27 MeV and 23 GeV, 192 MeV pions (π The irradiated diodes were tempered for 80 min at 60
• C or 4 min at 80
• C to avoid any difference in the annealing state after irradiation. The proportionality of the volume generation current with the fluence is employed to determine the equivalent fluence after high energy particle irradiations. The equivalent fluences for the 7-10 MeV and 27 MeV proton irradiations are calculated from the product of particle fluence and hardness factor. The introduction rates of the various radiation induced defects are calculated from the quotient of the defect concentration and equivalent fluence. The equivalent fluences are in the range from 10 A commercially available DLTS apparatus was employed for defect characterization which is described in more detail elsewhere [5] . The displayed spectra correspond to the sinus correlator function and were obtained with a time window of 200 ms. Also the time windows of 20 ms and 2 s and other weighting functions were used. The reverse bias was 10 V and during filling with electrons a filling pulse 0 V was applied to the diode. During the filling with holes the forward bias was −3 V. Both filling pulses had a duration of 100 ms. For the capture measurements the duration of the filling pulses was varied from 10 ns/1 µs to 1 s.
Bulk damage
The interaction of an impinging particle with the lattice atoms transfers kinetic energy to the atoms and displaces them out of their lattice sites. Such a displaced atom is called Primary Knock on Atom (PKA). The energy spectrum of the produced PKAs depends on the impinging particle type and energy. A PKA loses its kinetic energy by further displacements of lattice atoms and ionization.
A recoiled silicon atom with an energy E > 10 keV displaces only few silicon atoms at the beginning of its stopping range. Single interstitial-vacancy pairs, referred as Frenkel pairs, are generated along the track. The threshold energy to create a Frenkel pairs is about 20 eV. The nuclear stopping power increases strongly, if the recoil energy is E < 10 keV. The stopping range is now less than a few nanometers for the silicon recoils and terminal cluster regions are generated [6] . The collision cascades generated in a silicon crystal by silicon recoils with an energy of 0.4−10 keV are studied in more detail with molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methods [7] .
After the primary generation of silicon interstitial I and vacancies V in the crystal lattice a migration of these species at room temperature takes place. It is assumed that the recombination rate of interstitials and vacancies is high in the cluster regions because of the high displacement density. Also the formation of intrinsic defects, mainly the divacancy, occurs in the cluster regions. In the small cluster regions common impurities like oxygen O i and carbon C s have no influence on the defect kinetics, because the mean number of an impurity species in a cluster is less than one. Outside the cluster regions reactions with impurity atoms are possible. A set of reactions is listed below:
Thus four types of defects are generated in the high resistivity n-type FZ after low fluence irradiation: the vacancy-interstitial oxygen complex V O i , the interstitial carbon-substitional carbon complex C i C s , the interstitial carbon-interstitial oxygen complex C i O i and the divacancy V V . In the high fluence region also the defect V 2 O is generated. This defect is suggested to be of major importance in defect engineering [8] .
Experimental results

Introduction rates
The annealing of the radiation induced defects during room temperature after the tempering for 80 min at 60 Co γ-photon irradiation during that only single displacements occur. But the emission parameters of the impurity related defects, referred as point defects, are not changed.
Samples of the jet-oxygenated FZ 800/1.2kΩcm were irradiated with neutrons, protons and pions. The DLTS spectra are shown in Fig. 2 . The C i annealing is already finished in the oxygen rich FZ silicon. The DLTS spectra are scaled to show the particle independence of the shape of the cluster signal V V −/0 +?. The introduction rates are listed in Table 1 +?], which depends on the defect density in the clusters, is particle dependent and has its smallest value after neutron irradiation. The sum of the introduction rates of point defects is higher after charged particle irradiation due to low energetic PKAs produced by Coulomb scattering.
The material dependence of the introduction rates after 23 GeV proton irradiation is given in Table 2 . The material with the lowest oxygen concentration is not oxygen enriched. The other materials are oxygenated by high temperature diffusion. The introduction rate of the cluster defect V V −/0 +? is independent on the content of oxygen and carbon and also the sum of the introduction rates of the point defects C i C s , C i O i and V O i . The annealing of C i was not finished after the tempering for 80 min at 60
• C in the sample with the lowest oxygen concentration and an additional storage of about one week at room temperature was needed to accomplish the annealing (see Fig. 1 ). [O]
[ These results suggest that the generation of the initial dense displacement regions which form later the clusters is particle and material independent and the defect kinetic of the point defects is mainly influenced by the impurities oxygen and carbon. The sum of the introduction rates of the point defects, the introduction rate of the cluster defects and the ratio between both for different particles are listed in Table 3 . The listed introduction rates correspond to an annealing state reached after a tempering period for 80 min at 60
• C. The sum of the introduction rates of the point defects is particle dependent. The introduction rate g(V V −/0 +?) is nearly particle independent.
Four samples of standard FZ 2kΩcm were irradiated with 7-10 MeV protons and tempered for 4 min at 80 . The threshold energy at which a recoiled silicon atom starts to create a cluster is estimated from the maximum of the variable χ
where n is the number of samples and i the index of the samples. The hardness factors κ i are calculated for the proton energies 7, 8, 9 and 10 MeV. The index i also refers to the proton energy. Only Rutherford scattering is regarded. Also the dependence of the proton energy on the penetration depth is taken into account. The thickness of the silicon layer in which the displacement damage occurs is set equal to the width of the space charge region W ≈ 70 µm. 
The introduction rates g i (V V
−
Capture measurements
The electrical filling characteristics V O 
is observed for filling pulses with a longer duration [9] .
In the sample of standard FZ 120Ωcm irradiated with Be(d,n) neutrons the capture rate of the defect V O i is not constant, as shown in Fig. 5 . The configurational switching of C i C s is described reasonably by the prediction. The filling characteristics depend not on the annealing state of the radiation damage. It is suggested that the V O i defects are located near the terminal clusters after neutron irradiation and a positive space charge region surrounding the negatively charged cluster core is assumed [10] . Therefore the capture rate of the V O i defects near the terminal clusters is decreased due to the smaller concentration of majority charge carriers. Fig. 6 . The sample of standard FZ 4kΩcm was irradiated with 23 GeV protons and tempered for 80 min at 60
The electrical filling characteristics V O
• C and then further stored at room temperature. An increase of both signals is observed. This suggest that C i atoms are captured at V V sites at the cluster peripheries. New C s sites are created at the peripheries. The released vacancies are captured at O i sites outside the cluster regions. The measured filling characteristics deviate from the theoretical predictions. The cluster damage produced after particle irradiation is responsible for the change of the configurational switching of C i C s defects located at the cluster peripheries. The configurational switching of C i C s is assumed to be altered by strain and deformation fields originating from the clusters.
Conclusion and Summary
The following model is proposed to explain the experimental results. For further details see [11] . The primary displacement damage in crystalline silicon is different for various particles. The size of the collision cascade trees and the number of terminal clusters increase with increasing PKA energy. The displacement damage occurs mainly in the cluster regions. It is assumed that the mobility of silicon interstitials is much higher than the mobility of vacancies and hence after the initial annihilation the left interstitials are diluted in the sample volume. The silicon interstitials exchange with substitutional carbon atoms C s . The density of vacancies in the clusters is high and the generation of divacancies is favored. No generation of V O i defects occurs in the cluster regions. Single vacancies generated by PKAs with energies less than the threshold energy for cluster generation E th = 300 eV are more responsible for the generation of V O i . Thus the introduction rate of V O i is higher for charged particles due to Coulomb scattering. Only if the PKA energy is greater than 10 keV as for neutron irradiations, the generation of vacancies due to single displacements in the collision cascade regions and perhaps due to escaping from the terminal cluster regions is dominating. The migrating vacancies are captured at the nearest O i sites. Further it is assumed that the migration of C i is influenced by strain and deformation fields originating from the clusters. Therefore the C i atoms migrate in direction to the clusters, e.g. the diffusion of liberated interstitial atoms towards the cluster core from a defect-impurity shell was already proposed in [12] . No capture of C i atoms at O i and C s sites occurs on the way to the clusters, because the mean free path length of C i is assumed to be large even in the oxygen and carbon rich silicon. The final migration of C i is constricted in the environment of the clusters. The migration volume decreases with increasing defect density in the clusters, because the strength of the strain and deformation fields increases. The defect density in the clusters is particle dependent. The migrating C i are captured at O i and C s sites in the environment of the clusters. In oxygen and carbon lean silicon migrating C i are also captured at V V sites at the peripheries of the clusters. The released vacancies are captured at O i sites outside the cluster regions. The other migrating C i are captured at the new C s sites. Thus an envelope of C i C s defects around the clusters is created. The configurational switching of C i C s defects in the envelope is changed by strain and deformation fields. Also a positive space charge region surrounding the negatively charged cluster core is assumed. Therefore the capture rate of V O i defects near the clusters is decreased due to the smaller concentration of majority charge carriers.
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